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The mathematical models of microbial activity in stratified and homogeneous biofilms are discussed. 

The model is based on a nonlinear equation with a nonlinear term related to the reaction's rate. The time-

independent nonlinear equation is solved using the hyperbolic function method. The analytical 

expression of nutrient concentration and the effectiveness factor in a stratified and  homogeneous biofilm 

are obtained for all values of parameters. The effect of the Thiele modulus, the diffusivity ratio between 

the surface and the bottom of the biofilm and the effective diffusivity at the bottom of the biofilm on 

concentration are discussed. Numerical results ( Matlab) are used to validate the analytical results, and 

there is a reasonable level of agreement. 

 

 

Keywords Mathematical model, Stratified biofilms, Homogeneous biofilm, Hyperbolic function 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Biofilms are complex microbial ecosystems in which multiple physical, chemical, and biological 

processes simultaneously occur. Depending on the environment, the biofilm may also contain non-

cellular elements such as blood components, corrosion particles, clay or silt particles, or mineral crystals. 

Biofilms commonly have interfaces between solid-liquid, liquid-air, liquid-liquid and solid-liquid media, 

and they frequently contain one or more microbial species. 
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 Several methods can assess biofilm activity. The method chosen to assess biofilm activity is 

determined by the nature of the study and usually by analytical convenience. Continuous monitoring of 

the biofilm formation rate is necessary for many applications. Among the methods used are optical 

microscopy [1], measuring the amount of light reflected from microbial colonized surfaces [2], gathering 

and analyzing the images of biofilm depositions [3], surface sensors based on piezoelectric devices [4], 

and electrochemical sensors in which stainless steel electrodes change their electrochemical behaviour 

as a result of biofilm deposition [5,6]. Sultana et al. [7] reviewed the electrochemical control of biofilm. 

The conceptual model of homogeneous biofilms shown in Figure 1A was used to construct the 

earliest biofilm models [8, 9]. These models were created to predict the steady-state rates at which 

biofilms use the nutrients. Numerous scholars modified this model, adding new processes to the 

fundamental one of steady-state mass transfer. Rittmann and McCarty [10,11] developed their model to 

include dual nutrition limits and unstable states after introducing bacterial growth and decay factors for 

a steady-state biofilm. Many biofilm processes have used this paradigm with only minimal alterations 

The research community benefited greatly from the homogeneous biofilm model. However, as 

time progressed, tools for directly quantifying intra-biofilm processes developed, such as confocal 

microscopy and microelectrodes. It soon became apparent that the biofilm model could not explain some 

of the experiment results, which assume that microbes are evenly distributed throughout a composite 

phase of extracellular polymers. New heterogeneous biofilm conceptual models (Fig. 1C) were 

developed to depict the reality that biofilm microorganisms are densely packed in microcolonies 

separated by intermediate spaces. 

As the heterogeneous biofilm conceptual model became more popular, new mathematical models 

of microbial activity and accumulation were required. A cellular automata model by Hermanowicz [12] 

was only meant to represent the most basic case of a single-species biofilm with a single growth-limiting 

nutrient. Researchers initially created the concept of the localized mass transport coefficient to analyze 

variations in mass transport rates in heterogeneous biofilms. Later, Beyenal et al. [13] extended this 

method and evaluated the effective diffusivities in heterogeneous biofilms on a local and surface-

averaged level [14,15]. 

Based on cellular automata, Beyenal et al. [13] established mathematical models of microbial 

activity in diverse biofilms. The model divides heterogeneous biofilms into layers, with calculations 

based on each layer's average effective diffusivity and biofilm density. The mean effective diffusivity 

changes linearly in heterogeneous biofilms and drops off toward the bottom. Since homogeneous 

biofilms don't exist, their characteristics must be inferred. Homogeneous biofilm activity may be lower, 

greater, or identical to stratified biofilm activity. Stratified biofilms with high effective diffusivity 

gradients had lower activities than homogeneous biofilms having average effective diffusivity. 

According to the model, the growth-limiting nutrient should permeate stratified biofilms more deeply 

than homogeneous biofilms. 
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Figure 1. Conceptual models of biofilms. (a) homogenous biofilms, a uniform extracellular polymer 

matrix, and homogeneously dispersed biomass, (b) multi-species, multi-nutrient biofilm. (c) 

heterogeneous biofilm formed of microcolonies of concentrated, non-uniformly dispersed 

biomass that are separated apart voids [13]. 

 

 This communication discusses the mass transport and microbial activity in a stratified and 

homogeneous biofilm. The simple analytical expression of concentration profiles and efficiency factors 

in stratified and homogeneous biofilms is derived by solving nonlinear equations using the hyperbolic 

function approach, a simple and powerful new algebraic method. 

 

 

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

The nutrient continuity equation in stratified biofilm can be written as follows [13]: 

𝐷𝑓𝑧  
𝑑2𝐶(𝑧)

𝑑 𝑧2 + 𝜁
𝑑 𝐶(𝑧)

𝑑 𝑧
=  

𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐶(𝑧) 𝑋𝑓1

𝑌𝑋 𝑆⁄ (𝐾𝑆+𝐶(𝑧))
                                                                                 (1) 

where 𝐷𝑓𝑧is the surface average relative effective diffusivity, 𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑣 is the average effective diffusivity, 

𝐶(𝑧) is the concentration of growth-limiting nutrient, 𝜁 is the effective diffusivity gradients, 𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑥is the 

maximum specific growth rate, 𝑋𝑓1 is the averaged biofilm density, 𝑌𝑋 𝑆⁄  is the yield coefficient, and 𝐾𝑆 

is the Monod half rate constant. For homogeneous biofilms (𝜁 = 0), Eq. (1) becomes, 

𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑣  
𝑑2𝐶(𝑧)

𝑑 𝑧2
=  

𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐶(𝑧) 𝑋𝑓1

𝑌𝑋 𝑆⁄ (𝐾𝑆+𝐶(𝑧)
                                                                                       (2). 

To compare the number of nutrients transferred in stratified and homogeneous biofilms, we solve 

the equations (1) and (2). This model is predicated on the following assumptions. (i) The biofilm is a 

continuum. (ii) Microorganisms only consume nutrients that are transferred by diffusion. (iii) Nutrient 

diffusion obeys Fick's law. (iv) Only one limiting nutrient is used at a rate that the Monod equation can 

describe. (v)  The biofilm processes occur in a pseudo-steady- state, implying that the limiting nutrient 

consumption rate does not vary for a short time. (vi)The transfer of the limiting nutrient only occurs in 

one dimension perpendicular to the substrate. (vii)  Biofilms grow on inactive and impervious surfaces. 
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Figure 2.  Schematic diagram for stratified and homogeneous biofilm model. 

 

 

By defining the following dimensionless parameters, 

𝑧∗ =  
𝑧

𝐿𝑓
, 𝐶∗ =  

𝐶

𝐶𝑠
, 𝛽 =  

𝐾𝑠

𝐶𝑠
, Ψ =  

𝑎

𝐿𝑓𝜁
 , Φ =  √

  𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐿𝑓  
2 𝑋𝑓𝑎𝑣

𝑌𝑥 𝑠⁄  𝐶𝑠𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑣
, 𝑋𝑓𝑎𝑣 =  

𝑋𝑓1

𝑋𝑓
∗                                 (3) 

the Eq. (1) reduces to the following dimensionless form [13]: 

𝑑𝟐𝐶∗(𝑧∗)

𝑑 𝑧∗2 +
1

Ψ+𝑧∗

𝑑𝐶∗(𝑧∗) 

𝑑 𝑧∗ =  
Φ𝟐(2Ψ+1)𝐶∗

2𝑋𝑓𝑎𝑣 (Ψ+𝑧∗)(𝛽+𝐶∗)
[38.976 (

1+
𝑧∗

Ψ

𝜅
)

−0.7782

− 38.856]               (4) 

where Ψ(= 𝑎 𝐿𝑓⁄ 𝜁)  represents the difference in diffusivity between the biofilm's surface and its 

bottom as well as its effective diffusivity, Φ is the Thiele modulus, 𝑋𝑓𝑎𝑣 is the averaged biofilm density, 

𝛽 (=  𝐾𝑆 𝐶𝑠⁄ ) is the dimensionless Monod half rate constant , 𝐿𝑓 is the average biofilm thickness, 𝑎 is 

the effective diffusivity at the bottom of the biofilm and 𝐶𝑠 is the denotes the biofilm's surface in terms 

of nutrient concentration, 𝑧∗ is the dimensionless distance. Eq. (2) reduces to the following 

dimensionless form: 
𝑑𝟐𝐶∗(𝑧∗)

𝑑 𝑧∗2 =  Φ𝟐 𝐶∗

(𝛽+𝐶∗)
                                                                                                  (5) 

The boundary conditions in dimensionless form in stratified and homogeneous biofilm may be 

presented as follows: 

At 𝑧∗ = 1, 𝐶∗ = 1                 (6) 

At 𝑧∗ = 0,
𝑑 𝐶∗

  𝑑 𝑧∗ 
= 0                 (7) 

The effectiveness factor for stratified biofilms is 

𝜂𝑠 =  
2 (𝛽+1)(Ψ+1)

Φ2(2Ψ+1)
(

𝑑𝐶∗ 

𝑑 𝑧∗)
𝑧∗=1

                                                                                                   (8) 

The homogenous biofilm effectiveness factor is 

 

𝜂ℎ =  
(𝛽+1)

Φ2
(

𝑑𝐶∗ 

𝑑 𝑧∗
)

𝑧∗=1
                                                                                                    (9) 
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To compare the activity of stratified biofilms to that of homogeneous biofilms, we determine the 

ratio of their effectiveness factors( 𝜂ℎ 𝜂𝑠⁄ ). 

 

 

 

3. APPROXIMATE ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION OF THE CONCENTRATIONS USING  

HYPERBOLIC FUNCTION METHOD 

Recently, several asymptotic methods have been developed to solve the nonlinear differential 

equations, such as the Taylor series method [16-20], the Adomian decomposition method [21,22], the 

variation iteration method [23,24], the homotopy perturbation method [25-27],  the hyperbolic function 

method [28-35], Pade approximation technique [36] and  Rajendran-Joy method [ 37]. 

 

The hyperbolic function method is a simple semi-analytical method. In this method, a trial 

solution is assumed for the problem, and then, through a set of algebraic calculations, the constant 

parameters of the trial solution are determined. In comparison with other semi-analytical techniques, this 

method has a very simple solving process such that only the initial/boundary conditions, the main 

differential equations, and its derivatives are required. As a consequence, a solution with high precision 

will be obtained. Using this method the concentration in stratified biofilms can be obtained as follows ( 

Appendix-A): 

𝐶∗(𝑧∗) =  
cosh(𝑚𝑧∗)

cosh 𝑚
                                                                                                               (10) 

where m is the constant coefficient. 

𝑚2 +
𝑚 tanh 𝑚

Ψ+1
+

Φ𝟐 (2Ψ+1)

2 𝑋𝑓𝑎𝑣 (Ψ+𝑧∗)(𝛽+1)
[38.856 − 38.976 (

1+
1

Ψ

𝜅
)

−0.7782

] = 0                         (11) 

The unknown parameter 𝑚 can be obtained by solving the equation (11) using wolframalpha.com 

(free software).The effectiveness factor for stratified biofilms is 

𝜂𝑠 =  
2(𝛽+1)(Ψ+1)

Φ2(2Ψ+1)
𝑚 tanh 𝑚                                   (12) 

The dimensionless concentration of homogeneous biofilms becomes, 

𝐶∗(𝑧∗) =  
cosh(

Φ

√1+𝛽
𝑧∗)

cosh(
Φ

√1+𝛽
)

                                                                                                         (13)                         

The effectiveness factor for homogeneous biofilms is 

𝜂ℎ =  (
√1+𝛽

Φ
) tanh (

Φ

√1+𝛽
)                                                                                                   (14)

𝑠
 

 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Equations (10) and (14) represents the new approximate analytical expression of the stratified 

and homogeneous biofilm. Concentration depends upon the  parameters Thiele modulus, Monod half 

rate constant, ratio in diffusivity between the surface and the bottom of the biofilm, the relative effective 

diffusion coefficient, average biofilm density. Concentration of stratified biofilm 𝐶∗(𝑧∗) for various 
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values of parameters Φ, κ, Ψ, β, and  Xfav using Eq. (10)  is  plotted in Figure 3. From this figure it is 

observed that  concentration at the surface increases when β, and  Xfav increases or Φ, κ, Ψ decrease. 

 

 

 

 
Figure  3 Dimensionless concentration of stratified biofilm 𝐶∗(𝑧∗) for various values of Φ, κ, Ψ, β, and  

Xfav using Eq. (10). 

 

The concentration profiles of the homogeneous biofilm phase 𝐶∗are shown in Fig. 4(a-c) for 

various values of the parameters as indicated. These concentration profiles were determined using 

expression defined in Eq. (13). From Figs. 4. (a-c), it is inferred that the concentration of homogeneous 

in the biofilm phase 𝐶∗decreases when Φ decreases for different values of β. The homogeneous 

concentration of the biofilm phase reaches its minimum when 𝛽 < 0.01 and  Φ ≤ 50. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of analytical expression of concentration of homogeneous biofilms  𝐶∗(𝑧∗) with 

simulation result for various value for Thiele modulus Φ. Dotted line represent the  (Eq. (13)) 

            and solid line represent the numerical result. 

 

Table 1.  Comparison of dimensionless concentration of homogeneous biofilms   𝐶∗(𝑧∗) with simulation  

results for various values  of parameter  Φ  when β=0.01. 

 
𝑧∗ Φ = 0.1 Φ = 0.3 Φ = 0.5 

Numerical Analytical 

Eq. (13) 

Error 

% 

Eq. 

(13) 

Numerical Analytical 

Eq. (13) 

Error 

% 

Eq. 

(13) 

Numerical Analytical 

Eq. (13) 

Error 

% 

Eq. 

(13) 

0 0.9950 0.9951 0.0100 0.9555 0.9557 0.0209 0.8764 0.8878 1.3008 

0.2 0.9953 0.9953 0.0000 0.9573 0.9588 0.1567 0.8814 0.8923 1.2367 

0.4 0.9959 0.9959 0.0000 0.9627 0.9640 0.1350 0.8966 0.9058 1.0261 

0.6 0.9969 0.9969 0.0000 0.9718 0.9727 0.0926 0.9218 0.9285 0.7268 

0.8 0.9983 0.9983 0.0000 0.9845 0.9850 0.0507 0.9571 0.9606 0.3657 

1 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 

 Average error (%) 0.0017 Average error (%) 0.0760 Average error (%) 0.7760 
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Table 2. Comparison of dimensionless concentration of homogeneous biofilms   𝐶∗(𝑧∗) with simulation  

results for various values  of parameter  Φ  when β=5. 

 
𝑧∗ Φ = 0.1 Φ = 10 Φ = 50 

Numerical Analytical 

Eq. (13) 

Error 

% 

Eq. 

(13) 

Numerical Analytical 

Eq. (13) 

Error 

% 

Eq. 

(13) 

Numerical Analytical 

Eq. (13) 

Error 

% 

Eq. 

(13) 

0 0.9992 0.9992 0.0000 0.0304 0.0337 10.855 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.2 0.9992 0.9992 0.0000 0.0350 0.0387 10.571 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.4 0.9993 0.9993 0.0000 0.0759 0.0782 3.0303 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.6 0.9995 0.9995 0.0000 0.1819 0.1859 2.1990 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.8 0.9997 0.9997 0.0000 0.4397 0.4389 0.1819 0.0143 0.0162 13.288 

1 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 

 Average error (%) 0.0000 Average error (%) 4.4729 Average error (%) 2.2144 

 

 

Table 3.  Comparison of dimensionless concentration of homogeneous biofilms   𝐶∗(𝑧∗) with simulation  

results for various values  of parameter  Φ  when β=10. 

 
𝑧∗ Φ = 0.1 Φ = 10 Φ = 50 

Numerical Analytical 

Eq. (13) 

Error 

% 

Eq. 

(13) 

Numerical Analytical 

Eq. (13) 

Error 

% 

Eq. 

(13) 

Numerical Analytical 

Eq. (13) 

Error 

% 

Eq. 

(13) 

0 0.9995 0.9995 0.0000 0.0875 0.0978 11.771 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.2 0.9996 0.9996 0.0000 0.1058 0.1166 10.207 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.4 0.9996 0.9996 0.0000 0.1683 0.1628 3.2678 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.6 0.9997 0.9997 0.0000 0.3006 0.3032 0.8649 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.8 0.9998 0.9998 0.0000 0.5556 0.5636 1.4399 0.0493 0.0476 3.4483 

1 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 

 Average error (%) 0.0000 Average error (%) 4.5918 Average error (%) 0.5747 

 

The nonlinear diffusion equation (5) is also solved numerically using the Matlab software. In 

Tables (1-3), the simulation results is compared by our analytical result for the experimental values of 

parameters. Values of the different dimensionless parameters used for simulation is given in Table-4. 

The overall maximum average error percentage between numerical and analytical results is 2.21%. 

 

Table 4. Experimental values of parameters used for simulation . 

 
Parameter Meanings Beyenal [13] This work (Figs. 3-6, Tables 1-3) Unit 

Φ Thiele modulus.  0 to 20.62  0 to 20.62 None 

𝛽 Dimensionless Monod half rate 

constant. 

 0.044 to 0.5 0.044 to 10 None 

Ψ Ratio in diffusivity between the surface 

and the bottom of the biofilm.  

 0.25 to 25  0.5 to 25 None 

𝜅 The relative effective diffusion 

coefficient. 

 4    4 to 4.5 None 

𝑋𝑓𝑎𝑣  Average biofilm density  10 to 77.8  0.1 to 77.8 𝑔/𝐿 
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Figure 5. Comparison of analytical expressions of concentration of stratified (Eq. (10)) and 

homogeneous biofilm (Eq. (13)) with numerical results [13] for the experiment values of the 

parameter κ = 4, Φ=20.62, Ψ=0.25, β=0.125,  Xfav=77.8. Dotted line represents numerical             

and solid line represent the analytical result. 

 

  

Figure 5 compares the concentration profiles for homogeneous and stratified biofilm with 

numerical results. From the Figure, it is inferred that the concentration for stratified biofilm is always 

higher than for homogeneous biofilm since the growth-limiting nutrient can penetrate deeper into 

stratified biofilm than into homogeneous biofilms. 

 

(i) Effect of the parameters on effectiveness factor 

 
 

 

Figure 6. Comparison of   effectiveness factor for   stratified and homogeneous biofilm for various 

values of Φ and 𝛽 using Eqs. (12) and (14). 

 

 

The influence of parameters Φ and 𝛽 on the effectiveness factor of  homogeneous and stratified 

biofilms biofilm  is shown in Figure 6. From the Figure, it is observed that when Φ < 1 the effectiveness 
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factor is 1. Also the effectiveness factor decreases when Thiele modules increases and reaches the 

minimum value when Φ = 100 for all values of saturation parameter (𝛽). 

We provide a new analytical method that considers continuum change in substrate effective 

diffusivity and biofilm density to describe stratified and homogeneous biofilm activities. Powerful 

experimental tools like CLSM, magnetic resonance imaging, or microsensors are frequently used in 

biofilm research to make observations at the microscale [38]. Such results can be interpreted using our 

analytical approach. The kinetics of the rate of substrate consumption and the impact of many parameters 

that define a stratified and homogeneous  biofilm may be quickly and effectively assessed using this 

analytical approach. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The nonlinear differential equation in microbial activity has been solved analytically. In this 

paper, we used stratified biofilms to create a model that predicts microbial activity in heterogeneous 

biofilms. The hyperbolic function method is used to derive explicit solutions for the concentrations and 

effectiveness in homogeneous and stratified biofilms for all values of parameters. Simulated results are 

compared with analytical results. A significant concurrence is noticed. The influence of Thiele modules 

and saturation parameters on the effectiveness factor is also discussed. 

 

Appendix A: The solution of Eq. (4) using hyperbolic function method. 

Assume that the solution to Eq. (4) is of the following hyperbolic function form: 

 𝐶∗(𝑧∗) = 𝐴0 cosh(𝑚𝑧∗) + 𝐵0 sinh(𝑚𝑧∗)                                                              (A1)  

where  𝐴0, 𝐵0 and 𝑚 are constant. The values of 𝐴0 , 𝐵0are found easily from boundary conditions (6) 

and (7), that is  

𝐴0 =  
1

cosh (𝑚)
, 𝐵0 =  0                                                          (A2) 

As a result, Eq. (A1) becomes 

𝐶∗(𝑧∗) =  
cosh (𝑚𝑧∗)

cosh (𝑚)
                                                              (A3) 

We use the general form of Eqs. ((4) and (5)) to find the constant 𝑚 in Eq. (A3). 

𝐹(𝑧∗) =
𝑑𝟐𝐶∗(𝑧∗)

𝑑 𝑧∗2 +
1

Ψ+𝑧∗

𝑑𝐶∗(𝑧∗) 

𝑑 𝑧∗
+

Φ𝟐(2Ψ+1)𝐶∗

2𝑋𝑓𝑎𝑣 (Ψ+𝑧∗)(𝛽+𝐶∗)
[38.856 − 38.976 (

1+
1

Ψ

𝜅
)

−0.7782

]  = 0   (A4) 

𝐺(𝑥) =
𝑑𝟐𝐶∗(𝑧∗)

𝑑 𝑧∗2 − Φ𝟐 𝐶∗

(𝛽+𝐶∗)
 = 0                                                                                     (A5) 

We obtain the Eqs. ((A4) and (A5)) by substituting it for Eq. (A3) 

𝐹(𝑥)|𝑧∗=1 =  𝑚2 +
𝑚 tanh 𝑚

Ψ+1
+

Φ𝟐 (2Ψ+1)

2 𝑋𝑓𝑎𝑣 (Ψ+𝑧∗)(𝛽+1)
[38.856 − 38.976 (

1+
1

Ψ

𝜅
)

−0.7782

] = 0 (A6) 

 𝐺(𝑥)|𝑧∗=1 =  𝑚2 −
Φ𝟐

(𝛽+1)
= 0                                                            (A7)    

This becomes 

𝑚2 +
𝑚 tanh 𝑚

Ψ+1
+

Φ𝟐(2Ψ+1)

2 𝑋𝑓𝑎𝑣(Ψ+𝑧∗)(𝛽+1)
[38.856 − 38.976 (

1+
1

Ψ

𝜅
)

−0.7782

] = 0                        (A8) 
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For the homogeneous biofilm 
 𝑚 =

Φ

√1+𝛽
                                                                                                                         (A9) 

 

Nomenclature 

Symbols Description Units 

𝑎 Effective diffusivity at the bottom of the biofilm 𝑚2 𝑠⁄  

𝐴 Surface area of the biofilm 𝑚2 𝑠⁄  

𝐶  Nutrient concentration of growth-limiting  𝑘𝑔 𝑚3⁄  

     𝐶𝑠 Nutrient concentration at the surface of the biofilm 𝑘𝑔 𝑚3⁄  

𝐷𝑓𝑧 Surface averaged effective diffusivity of growth-limiting nutrient 𝑚2 𝑠⁄  

𝐷𝑓𝑎 Average effective diffusivity of growth-limiting nutrient 𝑚2 𝑠⁄  

𝐷𝑓1 Local effective diffusivity of growth-limiting nutrient 𝑚2 𝑠⁄  

𝐾𝑆 Monod half rate constant 𝑘𝑔 𝑚3⁄  

𝐿𝑓 Average biofilm thickness 𝑚 

𝑋𝑓𝑎𝑣 Average biofilm density 𝑘𝑔 𝑚3⁄  

𝑋𝑓1 Average biofilm density in the differential element 𝑘𝑔 𝑚3⁄  

𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑥 Maximum specific growth rate  𝑠−1 

𝐶∗ Dimensionless concentration None 

𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑣 Average effective diffusivity None 

𝐷𝑓
∗ Dimensionless effective diffusivity None 

𝑋𝑓
∗ Dimensionless biofilm density None 

𝑌𝑥 𝑠⁄  Yield coefficient (kg microorganisms/kg nutrient) None 

𝑧∗ Dimensionless distance None 

𝜁 Effective diffusivity gradient None 

𝛽 Dimensionless Monod half rate constant None 

𝜂𝑠 Effectiveness factor for a stratified biofilm None 

𝜂ℎ Effectiveness factor for a homogeneous biofilm None 

Φ Thiele modulus None 

𝜅 At the bottom of the biofilm, the inverse of the relative effective 

diffusion coefficient 

None 

Ψ Ratio in diffusivity between the surface and the bottom of the 

biofilm and the effective diffusivity at the bottom of the biofilm 

None 
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